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Reactions To

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster
Volume LXXVII

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, January 13, 1961
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Number 11

From the Presbyterian Scholars come the following
points of clarification in regard to their statement published
in the Dec. 9 issue of the Voice.
1. The, first fneeting of the
the dissatisfaction which they
44 scholars tvas held as a result
felt individually on the role of
Wooster as a church-relateof a suggestion from the Prescol-
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IPIcoyEfloms

rays

Ten Cents
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byterian Board of Christian
Education. Its purpose was to
have them become better

r

The Cleveland Play House will present three outstanding
plays from its touring repertoire here in Scott Auditorium
Jan. 31, Feb. 1 and Feb. 2.
.
Tuesday, Jan. 31, the Play House will present Christopher
Marlowe s Doctor Faustus,
in

.

ac-quanit-

ed.

.

which a scientist sells his soul to cessful tour of 41 cities. The funds
the devil in return for the power for the tour were provided by a
ord Foundation grant.
of infinite knowledge.
Tickets for all three plays go
Ben Jonson's "Volpone" will
sale in Taylor Hall at 1:00
on
come to the stage Wednesday, Feb.
Monday. The price for each
1. In this 17th century comedy, p.m.
performance
is $1.50.
a scoundrel feigns illness in order
to trick his false friends who want
to inheriet his fortune.
"Candida," by George Bernard
Shaw, will be presented Thursday,
Feb. 2. Shaw's "sentimental comedy" portrays the dilemma of a
lovely and intelligent woman who
must choose between her robust,
Freshmen and sophomores are
husband
and
and
adoring
pleasant
eligible to compete for the Sam
young uel Robinson Scholarships forman eloquent, dreamy-eyepoet.
erly known as the Westminster
An added attraction for Woos- Shorter Catechism College
will be Richard Scholarships.
ter theatre-goer- s
Oberlin, who graduated from
Two changes have been made
Wooster in 1952 and has been with in the program. An essay of
the Cleveland Play House for five 2,000 words must be written by
years. Mr. Oberlin, a speech ma- the entrant as well as the Catejor while here, was especially chism recited. The scholarship
noted for his portrayal of Hamlet. award has been raised from $100
The Cleveland Play House has to $200.
just returned from a highly suc
Deadline for the 35 available
scholarships is April 15. Ten
topics for possible essays are sug
gested by the Office of Educational
Loans and Scholarships which ad
ministers the scholarships.
In Local

During the course of the gathering, the scholars found that

Interested Students
Circulate Petitions
On Scholar Report
An unplanned informal discussion held by several students over
Sunday dinner several days after
the publication of the Presbyterian Scholars' statement in the
Voice led to the formation of
the committee that circulated the
petitions asking students to show
their support of the statement.
The committee was in no way
connected with the group of
Presbyterian Scholars that wrote
the statement.
The petition committee, made
up of Ed Hershberger, Perry
Hicks, Dale Hoak, Al Klyberg and
David Newby wanted to support
the Presbyterian Scholars.
To show support, the five men
divided the campus into five parts
and on Monday started circulating
petitions. They continued to circulate petitions through Thursday,
and also set up a table in Center
Kauke where students could sign
the petitions.
The petitions were signed by
over 200 students and will now
be presented to the Senate subcommittee investigating students'
reactions to the scholars' statement.
Al Klyberg told the Voice that
"The petition committee has disbanded, having attained its goal."

Essay, Recitation
By Frosh, Sophs
Earn Scholarship

d

Wooster Graduates
Headlines

experiences of
The
two Wooster graduates, Douglas
Ewing, '59, and Judy Keller Palestrant, '57, recently made news in
the Cleveland "Plain Dealer" and
the Wooster "Daily Record, respectively.
Paying his own way, Douglas
Ewing traveled to Israel, Egypt,
Jordan and Greece by ship and
returned last month to his home
town of Lakewood by plane.
Douglas stayed off of the tourist
routes and visited
trip. He
places in his
told a reporter he hopes to return
for another visit, perhaps, in two
years. Meanwhile he has his sights
on a job in a radio newsroom.
Judy Keller Palestrant is the
author of Shunned, a play des
cribing the religious and emo
tional reactions of Amish parents
put on trial for refusing to send
their children to the public
schools, which opened at the Dickens Theatre in New York on
post-graduat-

e

out-of-the-w-

ay

The recommended topics are
based on the Westminster Shorter
Catechism. Possibilities range
from comparing the views of the
Draft Catechism of the Church of
Scotland to the Shorter Cate
chism's views on man to describ
ing grace or considering the idea
that the second, fourth, and tenth
Commandments are
and irrelevant" for the 20th cen
tury.
"un-Christi-

an

Pacini Plans Talks

two-mont- h

Dec. 20.

4

The play, a product of Mrs.
Palestrant s Independent btudy in
the Speech department under Dr.
W. C. Craig, was produced in Scot
Auditorium in February, 1957, as
a senior project.

Concert Features
Organ Selections
Dr. Richard T. Gore will pre
sent his first organ recital since
returning from leave at 8:15 p.m.
Sunday evening in the chapel. The
program will include five toccatas
of various tvpes and five hymn
i
preludes, two of them on hymns
of the Epiphany season.
Dr. Gore will give the same re
cital on Jan. 22 on the new organ
of Grace Lutheran Church in
Dover, Ohi'd. This organ was built
by the Swiss firm of Kuhn and Co.
On Jan. 25 he will play in Indianapolis, Ind., where he will also
conduct a choir workshop.
A toccata by the Paris organist
Henri Mulet from "Byzantine
Sketches" published in 1920 will
be given its first performance in
Wooster. It is a suite of ten pieces
dedicated to the Byzantine Church
of the Sacred Heart. The program
also includes Bach's "Prelude and
E Minor" called the
"Wedge."

On

Religion-In-Lif- e

Richard Halverson (I.) plays Dr. Faustus
and Michael McQuire portrays Mephistophiles in one of the
Cleveland Playhouse presentations on Feb. 1, 2, and 3. See
story at left.
IT'S IN THE BOCK .
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Honorary Holds Initiation;
Geologists Hear Speaker

vice-preside-

"
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The movie replaced a previously
scheduled, showing of "Schiller:
Triumph of a Genius" which was
unavoidably unavailable.
Geology Club
Mr. Russell Brant of the Ohio
Geological Survey, a department
of the state government of Ohio,
gave a slide talk on "Acid Mine
Waters in Ohio" to the Geology
Club last Tuesday in Scovel Hall.
The next meeting of this club,
Tuesday of
which meets
mojathf
will be on Feb. 7.
each

Organizations on campus continue to carry on activities and
organize future meetings as the
semester comes to a close.
Sigma Delta Pi
Epsilon, the Wooster chapter of
the National Spanish Honor Fraternity, Sigma Delta Pi, recently
elected six students and one
faculty member to the honorary.
Presiding at the initiation held
in the home of Dr. Myron Peyton,
the chapter advisor, was the president, JSenior Martha Maxwell, assisted by Senior Pat Aungst, the
secretary-treasure- r
and Miss Giuli-ann- a
Mariani, an associate member.
Those initiated to active membership were Rebecca Baird, Joy
Carroll, Mary Clement, Johnine
McCracken, Carol Weikart and
Judy Weir; and to associate membership Mr. Ulises Picco.
Welcomed as a special member
of the local chapter was the Spanish asistant, Hugo Diaz.
Joy Carroll was electee: to fill
the vacancy of
The chapter sponsored a carol
ing party for Spanish students dur
season.
ing the
Last Monday the German Club
sponsored a special film, in Ger
man, for the student body in bcot
Auditorium.
-

a

StatewJ

Foundation Offcrs
Summer Stipend

tfrfi-seco-

nd

A fellowship made possible by
funds given to the college by the

Museum Exhibits
Varied Drawings

Falk Foundation will enable a
College of Wooster junior to
spend ten weeks in the office of
a United States senator or representative in Washington next summer.
The Fellow selected will receive
a stipend of $500, plus travel expenses up to $50.
Juniors interested in this fellowship can obtain application
blanks at the Department of Political Science between the hours
of 8:30 a.m. and 12:00 noon.
Applications must be returned
no later than 12:00 noon on
Thursday, Feb. 2.
Selection of the Fellow will be
made by an interdepartmental
commitee.

A traveling exhibition of American Figure drawings from the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. is being shown in the
Josephine Long Wishart Museum
of Art until Jan. 25.
The 30 framed drawings use
media including pencil, chalk,
crayon, ink, pastel and charcoal.
Starting with examples by Copley
and West, the series continues with
drawings by 19th century genre
painters Mount and Leutze. Also
included are drawings by John La
Farge and John Singer Sargent
and 20th century artists Davies,
Glackens, Marsh and Watkins.

J
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lege was a collective one. Therefore, they spontaneously decided
to hold further meetings. Out of
these meetings came their statement.
2. The purpose of the scholars report was to elicit discussion. This discussion, it was
hoped, would lead to a
of the Presbyterian
Church's relation to its colleges.
re-evaluat- ion

3. Although realizing that
certain specific local problems
had been discussed in the past,
for purposes of effecting concrete action, the scholars felt
that a new treatment of the
problem of the relationship of
church to college campus could
lead to a change of perspective
before specific actions could
achieve the desired ends.
Sub-Commit-

tee

Therefore "to facilitate discussion of the issues presented in the
Presbyterian Scholars' statement,
a Senate subcommittee is being appointed to work with the SCA,"
Senate President Larry Caldwell
told the Voice after Sunday's Senate meeting.
The
Senate committee will attempt to ascertain a
more general campus attitude on
these issues. Members of the committee will be announced in the
next issue of the paper, in addition to further details on their
plans.
five-memb-

er

No Action Planned
why the Presbyterian
scholars were not handling further action on the statement, Barbara Huddleston gave this reply:
"The Scholars have said what they
wanted to say collectively. Our
group is too large and does not
have the time to administer disAsked

cussion efficiently.

"Furthermore, there is not complete agreement as to what should
be done next; we feel that we can
be of more service by acting as
individuals from this point

NEW HOURS

Lounges in Douglass and
Andrews are open Friday and
Saturday from 7 to 1 1 :30 p.m.
and Sunday from after church
to 1 p.m.
Monday through Friday the
library reading room will be
open from 9:45 to 10:30 p.m.
On Saturday night, hours are
7 to 10:30 and Sunday night
the reading room remains
open from 8 to 10:30.

Freshmen Pledge Sections, Prepare For Hell Week

f
I'

Seven o'clock Friday, Feb.
10, will mark the beginning
Dr. Richard Pacini
of Men's Hell Week. From
Dr. Richard Pacini, pastor of then until Saturday at mid-

Fairmount Presbyterian Church, night the 178 men who pledged
Cleveland Heights, will keynote sections will be initiated. The
Religion-in-Lif- e
Week, Feb. 12-1names of those who pledged and
Pacini now serves as a Director their sections follow:
of Union Theological Seminary,
First Section
member of the Board of National
Eugene Arthur, Brooke Cres- Missions, president of the Board
of Trustees of Cleveland Presby-ter- vHwell, Bryan Dunlap, David Haines,
and member of the Executive Douglas Harrison, Donald Kohn,
Committee of the Cleveland Boy Jay Louden, Orlando Lucero,
James Ludowise, Marll McDonald,
Scout Council.
Before coming to Ohio, Pacini John Oberholtzer, John Rudge,
held pastorates in Bedford, New Earl Walker and John Whinrey.
Hampshire, and Stamford, Con
Second Section
K
as
also
He
acted
has
necticut.
Andrews, Rodger Fink,
toration Fund Director for the Richard Hamilton, Frederic
Svnod of West Virginia.
John Holt, Ryck Hundred-mark- ,
College
Columbia
Educated at
John Plummer, Howard
and Union Seminary, Pacini also Reichmuth, David Thomas and
possesses an honorary Doctor of Douglas Witters.
Divinity degree conferred by
Third Section
Wooster in June, 1955.. .
Leonard Baker, Robert Beck-manRobert Brown, David Buck-hold- t,
MUSAIR, INC. 317 E. LIBERTY
Gordon Bundy, William
7.

,

Har-greave- s,

,

n,

Bunting, Mitchell Comstock, Steven Dawson, Jon Halsted, Charles
Harley, Randall Heiligmann, William Hunter, Robert Johnson, Robert Judd, Theodore Lansky, Edward Logelin, Paul McClanahan,
Pat Mather, Paul Menzel, David
Newby, Robert Slaney, Ronald
Spahn, Richard Spierling, Michael
Swinger, Samuel Vasiu, Dwight
Wasson, Thomas Gruen, Richard
Hersman and Peter Parry.
Fourth Section
Arthur Acton, James Becvar,
David Clymer, Peter Fetzer, Richard Hunter, Curtis Jones, Paul
Kendall, Caswell LeClair, William
North, John Orth, Michael Pen-sacWilliam Quick, John Rim-meRichard Snyder, Leslie Spier
and Elwyn Tilden.
Fifth Section
Donald Baker, Gary Barnett,
Joel Bowman, Bowman Brown,
David Cook, Thomas Crawshaw,
Guy DiCicco, David Eichholtz,
Richard Evans, Joseph Ferrante,
Bruce Fielitz, Gary Foster, Wil
k,

r,

liam Freund, Scott Geller, Gary
Goodson, Richard Krauss, Benjamin Lee, Sidney Leech, Robert
Leigh, William McCullough, Robert Mann, William Oldham,
David Pancoast, Allan Parry, Alan
Peters, bamuel Peters, Greg Pett,
Archie Rodgers, Ralph Schreiber,
Ged Schweikert, David Stearns,
Charles Tindall, Gary Ulitchny
and Robert Weimer.
Sixth Section

Charles Bair, Hugh Black,
James Bridges, Allen Campbell,
Robert Dahlin, Thomas Dahms,
Louis Ellen, Norman Gard, Ken
Gerhardt, John Hunter, David
Jamison, Carl Kestner, Daniel
Krichbaum, George Miller, Samuel Pasquarelli, Joki Powell, Robert Robison, James Russell, Alan
Siepert, John Studer, Edward
Swartz, Dale Vandersall, Mats
Josephson and John Lammert.
Seventh Section
Noel Adams, John Boatright,
John Boynton, George Davis, Dan

James Hartley, Dallas
Jones, Frederick Kate, John Lath-roDavid Mayne, Thomas Mor-leKenneth Morris, David
Stanley Piekarski, James
Pope, Ronald Randies, Ceylon
Strong, Timothy Tilton, Arthur
Toensmeier, David Vaala, David
Vermeulen, Robert Walcott, Robert Weaver, Samuel Weber, William Whittier, Dale Whittington,
George Wynn, Russell Yamazaki,
Don Busick and Clair Rankin.

Gibson,

p,

y,

Mor-tenso-

n,

Eighth Section
LaVerle Berry, Charles Cobb,
Frederick Coyle, Chris Deibel,
Robert DeVries, Theodore DiPa-dovWilliam Dwyer, Robert Holland, PeW Jones, William Jud-soRobert Kenworthy, Joseph
Landis, John Schmidt, Timothy
Stroup, James Switzer, Derek Taylor, Bruce Wenger and Loyd Woll-stad- t.
a,

n,
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pnelluf, BcIvoIgi Statement

l(o Reviews Causes Of Trouble In Laos;

Presbyterian Scholars' statePrefacing the 1800-worment in the last issue of the Voice was this sentence: "We
would like to present what we consider to be the main points
college in
of failure in Wooster's role as a church-relatethe hope that this statement might lead to a partial resolution
of them."
Constructive though it was in presenting recommendations, the statement failed to suggest any way this "partial
resolution" might be achieved. Who was to lead further discussion and action on the statement's points? Did the Scholars
plan nothing beyond presenting their viewpoint? Did they
should be left
feel that the fate of their
to the ordinary Wooster spontaneity?
Certainly the statement was not simply a steam valve.
The Scholars expressed publicly what has long been rumored
privately. Having been honored by the Church, these students
are as well qualified if not more so as any to describe the
ills of Wooster's religious program. They represent some of
the ablest thinkers on campus.
We are surprised, therefore, at the Scholars' lack of
filled, the void created
s
foresight. Ignorance and
by the statement's assumption that the facts which motivated
it were universally known. Their emergency meeting a week
ago Wednesday indicated that the Scholars were unprepared
to answer student questions like: "What do you mean?" and
"Where do we go from here?"'
Neither are the Scholars exonerated by the actions of
the alert freshmen who set up the petition committee and kept
it going after the general letdown which followed Dr. Lowry's
mention of the statement in Chapel.
Though the Scholars' original move was laudably outside the normal channels of "discussion," their belated action
this week in relegating further action to a Senate subcommittee
will look like a surrender if the subcommittee languishes as

Communists Lend Assistance To Rebels

d

Editor's Note: Seung Kyun Ko, senior political science major
in international relations, analyzes recent events in Laos.

d

by Seung Kyun Ko

One of the trouble spots in the world resulting from the
struggle of the irreconcilable blocs (free and Communist
nations) is the former Indochinese territory. Laos, one of
the remnants ot unsettled area afiected by the Indochina War

;

points-of-departu-

Detween
jviiiiii un vvii no vitii n niiiiii as Lommunwbii
ist movement and French forces, who advocate neutrality actually
L,ni-Min-
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.ir
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Voice's Playmate of the Month
THE PROCRASTINATOR

Scot's

0
We look to the Scholars now to supply the students with
SCHOLAR STATEMENT
the background and reasoning that preceded their finished
product and to help the subcommittee handling further To the Editor:
As two holders of National
action to demonstrate greater foresight and wisdom than prePresbyterian
Scholarships, we are
viously exercised.

fCeanedtfi Peace Gabfii
Kennedy's Peace Corps proposal is gathadherents across the nation, according
ering college-studen- t
to Senator Harrison A. Williams of New Jersey.
As a campaign proposal which Kennedy borrowed from
Senator Humphrey, the Peace Corps was envisioned as a
body of idealistic young men and women enlisting for three
years in a type of Foreign Service in lieu of military draft.
They would receive intensive training in the needs, languages
and cultures of the underdeveloped countries to which they
would be assigned for two years' service in technical assist-anc- e
President-elec- t

in substantial agreement with the
problems previously posed by the
statement of this group. However,
we feel it is both our right and
privilege, as well as our responsibility, to question certain proposed solutions.
We support the ideal set forth
in the catalogue, the "the living
spirit of evangelical Christianity,
under the auspices of a great
church that has always loved
learning, (should be)
at the
very center of all campus life."
(p. 45)
With the NPS holders we agree
that "much of the exposure to
Christianity at Wooster is superficial." Solution of this problem
rests in either conforming to the
ideal or alteration of that ideal.
We feel the Presbyterian scholars
chose the latter in several in-

IFofura
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-- Government

"we
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non-designat-

booster Uotce
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of .the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
Member of (he Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
KAREN KINKEL, JAMES HECK,

Editors-in-Chie-

f

church." The suggested Danforth
Foundation rule would place
"deep religious conviction" over
Protestant evangelical Christianity.
Although sincerity is desirable, it
should be in conjunction with, not
in preference to, Christian' truth.
It was argued that "Christian
commitment can be profound

ed

sheets.

And to really top off the whole
matter, those who break the rules

demonstrate their lack of responsibility as members of the WSGA.
They do not, and often will not,
report themselves to the judicial
board.
,
A Disgusted Sophomore
.

st

I

pro-wester-

n

sts

RS

(can it be otherwise?) only if
there is a sense of real alternatives," embodied in professors.
However, we believe that Christian depth is achieved primarily
by its application to everyday
practical experience, and is not
dependent upon seeing opposite
ideas practiced. Christianity may
be compared to other religious
ideas, but sincerity of practice is
irrelevant to truth.

self-righteou-

pro-Communi-

pro-Communi-

Finally, in discussing the philosophy of a Christian educational
institution, it is well to recall
some Christian definitions. The
fear of the Lord is the beginning
of knowledge and wisdom, knowledge of the Holy One is insight,
and to depart from evil is understanding. (Prov. 1:7; 9:10; Job
28;28). It is only as we remem.
programs,.
ber these purposes that we will
not be conformed to this world,
Last week, a task force headed by Dr. Max Millikan of
but will be transformed by the
MIT suggested changes that may go a long way toward makrenewal of our minds. (Rom.
ing the proposal a reality since its practicality is still very
12:2)
much in question. Millikan said he considers it "undesirable
Sincerely,
stances.
to publicize this program as an alternative to the draft."
Kent Bull
Although we concur that such
There are plenty of young men and women ready to sign up a detailed. historical, background
Ruthie Kiefer
without such inducement, he said, especially since the pro- as provided by the present regram would be launched on a relatively small, experimental quired religion courses is unnecessary, nevertheless we believe WOMEN'S RESPONSIBILITIES
scale, involving only some hundreds of participants.
it is a basic Christian tenent that To the
Editor:
Tailored to the enthusiasm of college graduates in their God works in and through
history
twenties, the Corps program, as the task force sees it, would Land hence that historical emphasis
The letters WSGA supposedly
stand
for the Women's Self
needed
widely
those
skills
require maturity and possession of
is necessary to understand the
Association. Lately, this
in the country to be aided. The United States would pay for foundations of Christianity. Extitle
seemed incongruous to
has
several months of training and transportation in return for panding the choice of courses
Because as members of
Why?
me.
would neglect this much needed
which volunteers would be expected to commit themselves
basis. Therefore we propose more this organization, we women elect
to at least two years service.
proportionate emphasis be placed representatives to help us govern
As the "Plain Dealer" editorially suggests, "Since these upon "major events, pivotal per- ourselves. Then after this is done,
good share of. us tend to shift
people would be in the nature of ambassadors abroad . . . " sonalities, and central religious a
the
entire element of responsibility
and ethical teachings," thus fulthe Corps should be a highly selective group of dedicated and
filling the description already in onto them.
intelligent college graduates not primarily interested in dodg- the catalogue.
We expect these women to abide
ing the draft.
In regards to Westminster, we by the rules of the WSGA and
But somehow
The Peace Corps may never be more than a forgotten feel that a change from the com- to be
church
munity
college
to
chapel
a
we
neglect thinking about our om
campaign proposal, however, if students do not publicly enwould not in itself solve whatever position and responsibility. We,
dorse it. Since the funds must come 'from Congress, pressure problems may exist. Also, it is
too, are supposedly highly capshould be. applied there. We suggest the political clubs on impractical in many ways to dis- able of governing ourselves. Yet,
campus take the initiative in writing letters to Congressmen solve the community congregation. I find that the element among
and Senators and in organizing student support for the Corps. However, a community church us which considers itself mature
might become a great advantage and worthy of new freedom in
in meeting the student needs, if women's hours and dress rules is
these needs would be expressed. the identical group that completely
Hence solution would rest in stat- flaunts all established rules.
ing our student desires, which we
They do not feel guilty about
have confidence West minster
or
Mrs. Estella G. King, editor of the Alumni Bulletin, is would move to meet if given op- taking off for a wek-enthe
in
even
middle
the
of
week
appealing to alumni for more letters commenting on the portunity.
without permission. Nor do they
Thirdly, we oppose any word
"Love Song" and "The Elms Are in Their Beauty." At
experience a twinge of conscience
present, she reports, the letters received thus far are from change in the faculty rule. The about leaving the dormitory bepresent problem exists because of
older alumni, and these largely favor the "Love Song." She the
fore official opening hours or about
loose interpretation of profesrooms
would like to see more letters from younger alumni who sors, being "active members, in smoking in
about
cheating
or
the
on
signout
graduated after 1950 and . from students.
good standing of some evangelical

Son?" Vl
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pro-Lommuni-

half-truth-

most have.

nas more serious internal proD- iimimam neuiraiuy in jaos:
lems than anv other newlv indp- - The answer is "no." In fact, thdv
have collaborated with Communist
pendent nation in Indochina.
.
.
,
North
Vietnam and received sub- .
y
i.
Ti
i.i.. in Laos resulted
. .
,
lhe instability
m, .
.
.
assistance,
neutrality
ineir
i.
.
loca- - sianuai
,
geographical
from
,
partly
,
its
r.
. . is the only plausible
excuse to
a
on Communist
tion bordering
u
r
j
spread
move- the
m
tvt
.1
irVietnam anai wuna anai iNorin
.11irom some otI its own leaa-er- 'IVllli
partly
quarrels over establishing the
At the present time. CaDtain
proper government in Laos. Due Kong-le'- s
revolt is not very serious
to the differences of opinions and or fatally dangerous. However, it
ideas, there has been civil war would become a eren mmnpo if
between
directed the rebel forces are increasingly
.
y.
.
1
1
nratnet L,ao ana1.1tne
..Jsupported by Communist neighroyal government
bors. The best solution for chal
lenging the Communist threat and
Agreement Reached
for maintaining the stable situaAfter serious disputes among tion in Laos is to reinforce and
the leaders of Laos, the royal gov- strengthen the legal royal governernment and Pathet Lao reached ment so that Laotians themselves
a political agreement in Novem- could stand out against the Comber, 1957. The leaders agreed to munist threat. The direct involveestablish a coalition government ment of any one side of larger
in which some cabinet posts would powers would inevitably provoke
be shared with the
the serious enlarged conflict.
and to incorporate the administration of two northeastern provinces ruled by the Pathet Lao inADDRESSED TO
to the framework of the royal govJUMP-IN-LINEernment. In addition they agreed
to unify the Pathet Lao army into
I think I will sit
the regular royal Lao army.
back and criticize
too.
As a result of the coalition govFrom lab on religion
ernment Jthe leftist group decided
from
religion on lab.
to dissolve the Pathet Lao moveI will smoke
ment and to create a legalized
because
I like yellow
party, namely the Laotian Patrionot nicotine.
tic Front which advocates neutralI will be unable to express
ism. Subsequently new elections
why but in my stammering
were held under an extended elecI will prove
toral law for a government.
I don't know why
In facing this situation the Uniin the first place.
ted States has provided substanI feel stronger
tial military and economic aids
and more daring in a
amounting to approximately $300
group anyhow,
million for the Laos government.
But without the group
Nevertheless, many leaders in Laos - I wish I wasn't
are not entirely convinced to align
I keep busy and busy and
with the free world but tend to
suddenly
favor neutrality for several reaI'm aware I missed
sons.
a goal somewhere
and then I cry and then
First of all, Laotian leaders as
I blame for after all
well as the people constantly fear
it
wasn't my fault I
Communist China due to their conwas busy and not aware
tiguous geographical location and
of God or experience or
the actual and potential Chinese
stuff I came here for it!
military force. Laotians have to
and It wasn't here
consider the fact that the close
(I mean I like it like I
alignment with the western nations
knew it hymns, prayers,
would provoke the hostility of the
sermons and all, where you
Communist neighbors. The leaders
could
sit and understand)
prefer to maintain good relations
without
thinking.
with both sides by adopting the
After all I got to memorize
policy ot neutralism.
and think? in my courses.
Secondly, Laotians who have exBut look, and I am serious
perienced French colonial rule
real serious
have inspired extreme nationalism
"I want an experience
not involving international power
here like it promised"
politics. The leaders of Laos do
and I'll not sniff at poles
not want foreign military bases
until I find the right one
in their land.
either.
W. C. Thompson
Thirdly, the ideology of Buddhism which has deeply penetrated
into the life of the Laotians, advocates the middle road. Although
this factor does not significantly
affect to keep neutrality, many
by Vivian Leasure
leaders used to quote the idea
which reads "the supreme wisdom
Ever since my parents steeled
is our revered master, Buddha themselves to my brother's and
Sakyamuni who taught that the my existence, an inevitable part
middle course is the course in of going to bed was the decree,
which eyes will be opened and in- "And when you grow up,
you are
telligence enlightened. It leads to both going to college."
peace, lucidity and serenity."
I have yet to decide if my
wanted to get us into an
parents
Neutralism Disputed
institution of higher learning beThe current controversial discause of a desire to see us go
pute led by Captain Kong-lis further than they, or because in
fundamentally related to the above their
shattered lives this remained
facts. Captain Kong-lbelieves the only hope for
peace.
neutralism provoked to put a neuNevertheless, when my junior
tralist leader, Prince Souvanna
class
was marched to the auditorPhouma, into power by a coup
ium
and
harangued by the guidd'etat. His action was challenged
by the U.S. who backed General ance counselor about how, if we
Phoumi Nosavan and subsequently did not apply to a college in
caused the battle in Vientiane, the the next three days, we would
capital city. Captain Kong-l- e ap- never get in, I decided on Woospealed to his fellow paratroopers, ter, wrote the required letters, and
inspiring nationalism not influ- watched with' smug satisfaction (I
enced by any one side. He advised knew I would be accepted) the
neutrality. He initially appealed frenzy of my classmates as they
to Buddhist monks quoting the struggled with the "big decision."
Buddha's words.
I ct ose Wooster for two reaHowever, the question is, do sons. First, I did hot want to be
Captain Kong-land many leaders
(Continued on Page Four)
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'Misfit' Pans Life
At Presby School
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Back Home To Ukq fllluskies Freshmen
by Dick Prince

Brighten

Seventh
Field
Heads
Yrestling Prospect
In Intramural Action

"

The Scots will be seeking revenge for football losses suffered at the hands of Musby Ron Eggleston
New
in
when
kingum
they meet the
Concord quintet tomorrow night. Muskingum
Wooster will floor one of its
past years
has won only one game thus far in the season, but their record, says Coach Jim Ewers, strongest wrestling teams in several years this year according to
"does not indicate the power of the team."
coach Phil Shipe and senior capBolstered by the presence of
several strong upperclassmen, the
Muskies also present five freshmen
who have "more height than any
previous squad in the last six
years." One of the "best freshman
prospects' -- is center Tom Mix,
who scored 20 points in a game
with Yo'ungstown.
Also on the list of players to
watch are 6 ft. 2 in. senior forward Don Benadum, who averaged
13.8 points a game last year, and
quarterJim Burson,
little
who
saw
back in football,
action earlier in the season because
of a broken collarbone.
Scots Hold 2 Record
Going into the Ohio Wesleyan
game last evening, the Scot five
record, a notable feat
had a
considering the fact that only one
game thus far has been played at
home. Coach Ewers is "well
pleased with the way the team has
developed."
Sophomore Rich Thomas has
been the leading scorer in all but
TT- r
i
one came played tnus iar. ne
netted 155 points in his first seven
games for a 22.1 average. Also
helping in the scoring have been
Dave Bourns, Dan Krichbaum,
Reggie Minton and John Hulls,
who have generally completed the
Wooster starting lineup. Lu Wims
and Bill Thombs have seen a good
deal of action as well.
In last Saturday's contest, Wooster got off to a good start and
held on to their lead for a 79-5win over Hiram. Thomas led
the team with 22 points, including
eight of nine attempts from the
free throw line. Minton netted 15
and Krichbaum 10.
The first half saw the starting
five net all 36 points scored, but
substitution during the second half
allowed more members to contribute in scoring 43 points. The
Scots also faced a team effort by
Hiram, who saw only one player
break into double figures.
Scots Win Tournament
Over the holidays the Scots
swept both games in a four-teatournament at Ashland. Thomas
sank 29 points as Capital went
only one
down to defeat, 74-6victim
fell
Ashland
night before
78-5Here Thomas
to the Lads,
had 26 points and Hulls had 17.
Summarizing action, all of
which took place on foreign
courts:
Dec. 8 Capital 63, Wooster 55
Dec. 10 Alma 74, Wooster 68
Dec. 15 Wooster 77, Grove
City 64
Dec. 27 Wooster 74, Capital
62
Dec. 28 Wooster 78, Ashland

by Phil Brown
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Though football gear be long since locked away, Scot
gridders are still receiving recognition for the past fall's
achievements. End Lu Wims was named to the Williamson
team at an end position. The poll is conducted
--

Ail-Americ-

an

on a nationwide basis of college

Oberlin meet.
athletic departments.
Evidence of good balance in the
Both Wims and teammate Steve
basketball league :
intramural
McClellan, Scot fullback, have
Seventh
edges
Fifth, Fifth blasts
been contacted by several profesThird. Seventh edges Third.
sional teams in both the American
and National Football Leagues although neither man has signed as

Tankers Beat Muskingum
Seek Revenge On Akron

yet.

Sid Leech, frosh swimmer from
Lafayette, Ind., attended the .annual swimming clinic at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., over the holidays.
Alumni Action
by Jim Toedtman
Dan Thomas, who set a Scot
Revenge is the word this week as John Swigart's improvbasketball
scoring record
last year, is now enrolled in the ing swim team looks forward to next Tuesday's meet with the
Ohio State dental school and play- visiting Akron Zips, year-roun- d
Wooster rival.
ing in an independent basketball
Coach Swigart's swimmers will be hoping to reverse the
league with his roommate, Cliff bo-4Akron win registered tast
Perkins, another basketball stand- year. Bill Ashley and Chuck
by taking the opening 400 medley
out last year.
senior freestylers, will be relay and were just two points
who
athletes
winter
Freshman
leading the Rubber City men on down going into the last event of
pledged sections can all rest easy. Tuesday.
the meet.
Two basketball games, one Friday,
Mack Heads Attack
The Scot mermen are on the
Feb. 10 at Marietta and Saturday,
Leading the unexpected attack
crest of a two meet winning streak
Feb. 11 with Denison, and swimthe Scots were Sid Leech and
for
going into the Tuesday meet after
ming and wrestling meets at Ohio
pinning defeats on Muskingum Jeff Mack who captured the only
Wesleyan on Feb. 11 all neatly
Tuesday and Western Reserve this Wooster first places. Leech won
coincide with Hell Weekend.
the 40Q yard freestyle event and
afternoon.
The swimming team's latest folMack took the 200 yard backLose to Wittenberg
lower, George Schweikert II, fath
stroke.
Before hitting the win column,
er of Ged III, freshman butleiH
Mack, Kenworthy, Ged Schweithe Scots found the going
outstandinehhowever,
flier , was himself an
kert and Jim Pope combined efswimmer when he attended Woos- - a little rough as they dropped de forts in the 400 yard medley recisions to Wittenberg just before lay for
ter in the 1930's. The older
one of the best clockings
specialties were freestyle the holidays and to Oberlin last in recent years. The team was
Saturday.
and sidestroke.
timed in 4:13.2 as compared to
Wooster posted only three sec- the 4:19.9 posted in the WittenKenworthy Posts 2:39.7
Bob Kenworthy, freshman ond places in the Wittenberg meet berg meet.
breaststroker, posted a 2:39.7 as they tallied 21 points to the
Wooster second places were
clocking in last Saturday's Ober- visiting Tigers' 74. Chick Sekerich, taken by Leech, the 200 yard freelin meet. The time is just below Jeff Mack and Bob Kenworthy style, captain John Doerr, the 50
the 2:40.0 recorded by last year's finished second in the 100 yard yard freestyle, Scott Randolph, the
freestyle, the 200 yard backstroke 200 yard individual medley, Harry
Ohio Conference champion.
effort was marred by the and the 200 yard breaststroke re- Friedman, diving, Schweikert, the
performance spectively.
pool
200 yard butterfly, Pope, the 100
of Mike Huston, who turned in a
In the Oberlin meet, Wooster yard freestyle, and Kenworthy, the
2:33.7, breaking the 2:34.5 turned jumped off to an early
lead 200 yard breaststroke.
in by Allegheny's Al Hill in 1955.
Muskingum Itparently is taking
no chances on a repeat perfrom-anc- e
1953
of the theft of valuables from
the Wooster locker room which
FREEMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
occurred during the past football
WOOSTER, OHIO
season. Several guards kept close
ivatch on the Wooster locker room
during last Tuesday's swimming
all-tim- e

1

Sie-berlin-
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Ken-worthy-

record-breakin-
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Seventh pushed Third farther back last Tuesday
night with a 41-3- 7
victory over Third. Seventh thus holds
first place with an undefeated slate.
by Art Torrell

Kenarden League- basketball action has been fast and
furious since the last issue of the Voice. Nineteen games have
been played in that span, and as a result the standings have
spread out- -

Seventh, by virtue of its five
straight wins, holds the top rung,
but is pressed by both Third and
Sixth, who have lost only one
game apiece.
Four men have shared the main
scoring in Seventh's string. Victories over Fifth, Phi Delts, Second and First were paced by Karl
Hilgert (48 points in the four
games), Mike Smathers (44), Bill
Konnert (32) and Dave Fraser

(27).

Fifth to keep on the heels of the
leaders. John Weckesser tallied 37
points in leading Sixth to victories
over Eighth, Second and First.

Fifth appears to be the most
unpredictable team so far. They
lost to their second entry, the Phi
Delts, but turned around and upset Third. Other wins came at the
hands of First and Fourth, while
a second loss was pinned on them
by Seventh.

Third Keeps Pace
As in past years, balanced scorThird kept pace with the
s ing has been the key
to Fifth's sucby rolling to victories over cess. For example, in these five
Eighth, Phi Delts and Second. But games, Bill Ashworth has scored
49, Craig Wood 38, Steve McClelSTANDINGS
lan 37, Dave Crawshaw 36, and
(As of January 9)
Bill Washburn 35 points.
Tri-Kap-

0
1

2
2
3
4

3
2
0
0

Manning, Second .'.
Hilgert, Seventh
Collins, Phi Delts

6
6

Collins Heads P. D.'s
The Phi Delts split four games
to move into the middle spot in
the league standings. Jerry Collins,
poured in 55 points as the Phi

Delts topped Fifth and Eighth, but
lost to Third and Seventh.

Second was victorious in two
SCORING
Avg. of five games to make their seaGms. Pts.
6
5
5

Third

6

Weckesser, Sixth
Mayfield, Fourth
Myers, Second

Pet.

1.000
.833
.750
.667
.600
.500
.333
.000
.000

1

.3

INDIVIDUAL

Liske,

Lost

Won
5
5
3
.....4

Seventh
Third
Sixth
Fifth
Phi Delts
Second
Fourth
Eighth
First

...4
.....6

6

89
68
57
63
42
61
61

14.8
13.6
11.4
10.5
10.5
10.2
10.2

last Saturday, the Rabbis were upset by Fifth, 46-2for their first
loss. Still, they remain one-hal- f
game behind the leaders. Mike
Tierney, with 43 points, and Kurt
Liske, with 36, have been the big
guns for Third in their four games.
Sixth rattled off three straight
wins after their opening loss to
8,

son's record
Victories were
over Fourth and Eighth, but losses
came at the hands of Sixth, Third
and Seventh. Marty Manning tallied 65 points for Second in these
five contests, while Rick Myers
chipped in 49.
3--

3.

Fourth picked up its only two
victories of the year at the hands
s
of
First and
Eighth, while losing to Second and
Fifthjohn Mayfield's 47 points
and Brent Nickol's 38 points have
been the story for Fourth in splitting the four games.
cellar-dweller-

's

g

VoJUma

OWL

7-- 0

On Campus Since

meet.

Harry Friedman, Wooster diver,
was defeated on the board for the

Jan. 5 Wooster 79. Hiram 57 first time in three years in the
Face Bluffton, Akron
The Scot cagers face Bluffton
compeCollege in
tition Thursday evening. The following Saturday the Akron Zips
invade Severance Gymnasium.
record, preAkron, who has a
and
Adams
Alex
forwards
sents
Bobby Greene as scoring leaders
thus far in the season. They, along
with center Frank Szarnicki and
guard Climon Lee, are the chief
potential threats.
Wooster plays host to Mt. Union
EUROPE
Jan. 28 to round out first semes"Sightseeing With Insight"
ter action. Their man to watch
June 26 to Aug. 25
will be 6 ft. 3 in. senior forward
artDave Brubaker, "a jump-sho- t
18.9
averaged
ist," who last year
points a game and who just missed
(Scotland optional)
9th
sponsored
a school scoring record, bob
professionally
planned
students
another senior forward, is
adults.
and is also
a leading point-gette- r
Transatlantic flagships or jets.
scholastically."
"outstanding
Write for illustrated folder to
The Wooster cagers open the
MIAMI UNIVERSITY
second semester Feb. 2 at Kenyon,
then journey to Otterbein two days
before returning home to face
Oxford 19, Ohio
Baldwin-Wallac- e
Feb. 7.
non-conferen-

tain Bud Ruffner.
Several bright prospects from
the freshman class including Ted
Lansky and Gary Barnett plus improved performances from veterans add up to a, promise for
success during the eight match
schedule.
Ruffner, defending Ohio conference champion in the 137 pound
class, will be the only senior to
start in the team's first meet at
Muskingum tomorrow.
Other starters will be Lansky
(123), Roger Lulow (130), Paul
McClanahan (147), Barnett
(157), Stan Bishop (167), Rich
Evans (177), and Gerry Emmons
(heavyweight).
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Freedlander

Open Under New Management
COMPLETE SERVICING

FACILITIES

RENTAL TRAILERS

KAR-G- O

STOP INr LET'S GET ACQUAINTED

Our Wash Room Available to Our Customers,
$1.00
U-W- ash,

10c
still buys

WE GIVE STAMPS

SMORGASBORD
All You Can Eat

-

$1.75

STARTING JANUARY 16

v

a
bargain
. . . in banking service

Gibraltar-Morocco-Spain-Monaco-Germany-Luxembourg-Switzerl-

and-

Italy-Austria-France-Belgi-

Holland-Englan-

Mc-Maste-

r,

Choice of Three Meats

Only 5 to 9

um

d

year-Universi-

ty

teachers-intereste-
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With a ThriftiCheck Account

Potatoes
Vegetables
Relish Dish

CONTI'S

at this Bank your

checks cost only 10$ apiece. Open your account with any amount. No minimum balance.

Wayne County National Bank
Cleveland-Bea- ll

-

Office

Opposite the Hospital

EflitEOroiBH
'
1-1

(covs
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(Continued from Page Two)

bothered with reading half a dozen
catalogues and writing three times
as many letters, nor visiting seven
state-wid- e
schools in a two-datrip. Secondly, my brother was
going to Wooster.
In later years, realizing that
every human being is entitled to
his own mistakes, I have always
glossed over his choice of schools,
silently suffering with my own.
For, as college preparations increased, my innocent assumption
that, except for cost, size, and location, all colleges are alike was
cracking along with my cocky
confidence in my decision.
A Glimpse of Wooster
About mid-JulI began to get
an
picture of what my
home for the next four years was
to be. Wooster was, and still is,
church-affiliatea small,
college of homogeneous people who are sweet, pure, clean-livinstudious and drab.
My friends and I had been
people who crept into darkened
theatres two hours before the
play, crouched on the narrow back
stairs, until act one, when taking
our seats on the balcony steps, we
were safe from ushers glances.
We also lied in cafeterias, say
ing we worked for the company
upstairs, so we could get our sandwiches a nickel cheaper. To save
another seven cents we would cry
for street car drivers. We were
nasty to anyone who was nasty
to us.
Anything smuggled from our
parents' liquor cabinets we consumed in dark corners along with
packs of cigarettes. And not until
one or two in the morning did we
study. This background had not
prepared me for Wooster.
Indeed, when the day came for
my big plunge, my concern was
not the normal one of taking the
right clothes, but mere survival.
Packing extra Bibles for appearance's sake, I set out with one
pressing problem. Knowing from
my roommate's sweet, pure, clean-livinstudious and drab letters
that profanity had never touched
her lips, how was I to tell her
that it flowed from mine?
I was toying with the idea of
a quiet, gentle build-ufrom
"heck," to "oh,
to "oh,
h," to "oh,
to a soft
"hell," but favoring
a sudden, good, rousing "OH,
DAMN IT ALL TO HELL!" while
unpacking.
My New Home
However, I never carried out
my plan for, after seeing my
pitifully few alio ted feet of dormitory space, the faculty for coherent speech left me. The room's
first striking feature (I mean striking in the sense that it got me
so in the pit of the stomach that
I dropped the overloaded train
case on my father's foot) was the
color of the walls that indescribably ugly cross between an apple
green and vomit green.
This blow alone sent me back
to the hall (no gem of interior
design, either), but I carried on
in the good old Christian tradition
of going to the lions and went
back to choke down the antique
beauty and simplicity of the bare
light bulb, chipping plaster, peel
ing paint and sturdy, "service
able,"
nail infested
furniture made of splittering,
d
warped,
lumber.
Other endearing little points of
interest made the room even more
drab and lifeless. That inanely
placed strip of wood nailed to the
wall three feet above the floor.
The inch-deehole in the wall.
crack
The
' running from the top of the door
to the bottom. And my dresser
drawer without any bottom.
These flaws did not catch my
eye immediately, however (after
y

,

y

all-too-cle-

ar

mid-Wester-

d

n,

g,

Caa

A

the color of the walls, I believe
that is understandable), for my
mind was drawn, like a bug is
drawn to his death in a flame,
to a distinctive characteristic of
friendliness. Cringing
Wooster
"hi, there"
with every
(such looseness with strangers unsettled me, city child that I am),
I stood stunned at the capacity this
group had for smiling.
I really had to hand it to those
parents. Unloading mountains of
luggage and all the while bouncing along as if in time with "To
market, to market, to buy a fat
pig." And conditions got worse.
It appeared not to be acceptable
to graciously offer your hand and,
with a little human dignity, introduce yourself. No. There had to
he flailing of arms, and beating of
breasts, and shaking of bodies as
that obnoxious scream
rent the air.
And equally obnoxiously came
the revered squeal of
god-awf-

ul

.

you're pinned," every time the
J. R. presented herself. Maybe no
one else knew it, but I did. The
J. R. would be, a natural enemy.
She would be the one waiting
for me when I crawled in my. window at 2 a.m. She would smell
out my bottle of bourbon. She
would catch me unlocking the windows for a panty raid.
Therefore, making no friendly
overtures to a representative of the
administration, I was merely civil

This national company has initiated a management
development program at its Home Office to meet

as she took me by the hand, led
me down the hall, and said, "This
is your room, and this is the

long range executive requirements. Opportunities
exist in Accounting, Mathematics, Electronics, Group,
Investment, Sales, Treasury and Underwriting. An

john."

extensive training and educational program is provided in all fields. Although no special field of
study is required to qualify as a trainee in this program, a good record is important. Mr. Harrison P.
Warrener, Assistant Vice President, will be on the
Wooster Campus on February 7 to interview candidates in the Class of 1961. See your placement
officer to schedule an appointment.

A person can take only so much

before either cracking up or grabbing for any shred of hope. As
I heard the girl across the hall
shriek, "Oh, what a darlin' washcloth," my salvation came. Wooster was a Christian college for one
reason one had to have, faith to
get through.
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Bring your DATE,
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Relax and enjoy the charms of Europe with Global Tours. Just
$12 a day gives you the comfort of the most luxurious motor
coach, accommodation in pleasant hotels, all your meals,
escorted sightseeing, luggage handling and even tipping.

January Clearance

and Loafers

CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE
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SHOP

Lower Level
Shop Where Your Satisfaction Is Always Guaranteed
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YARNS
Come In and Inspect Our
Selection of the Best in
Knitting Yarns.
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A Yarn for Every Use

A Color for Every Taste
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105 W. Pine St.
A Step Off Campus
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discusses the promotion of the new "Princess" telephone with some of his supervisors.

DON WANTED TO GROW WITH A
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WOOSTER
THEATER
JANUARY

13-1-

9

"BUTTERFIELD 8"
Elizabeth Taylor
JANUARY

20-2-

6

Waif Disney's
"SWISS FAMILY

ROBINSON"

FAST GROWING. COMPANY
When Don Franklin got his degree in Business Administration three years ago, he knew his

the things a manager must know about policy,
equipment and people.

training could take him into virtually any type
of business.

Today Don is telephone manager of a large

part of residential Seattle.
"I don't know why you singled me out,"

He talked to 21 companies added up the
pros and cons and joined Pacific Telephone.

Don told u's. "There areg
recent grads
around here who have comerltlong fast. A business can't grow as fast as we're growing without
people that can move along with it. The whole
point is, the opportunity is here if you can
handle it."

He reasoned that the telephone business, keeping pace with the fast growing West, offered
unljmited opportunity.
He was more right than he knew. Last year
rapid growth caused Pacific Telephone to split
into two separate operating companies with redoubled opportunities in many areas.

In three years, Don has held six different
assignments. During that time, he had learned

If you're looking for all the opportunity you can
handle, you'll want to visit your Placement Office
for literature and additional information.

Frederick R. Kappel, President
&

Telegraph Co.
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$40.50
$48 - $58

Choose from Our Entire Stock
of Suits and Topcoats

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
American Telephone
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